Glaciologist Jason
Box, left, at work on
the Petermann
Glacier on
Greenland’s northwest coast, which
has lost mass at an
accelerated pace in
recent years. Box
and his family left
Ohio State for
Europe a couple
years ago, and he
is relieved to have
escaped America’s
culture of climatechange denial.
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BALLAD OF THE SAD CLIMATOLOGISTS

When the end of human civilization is your day job, it can be hard to sleep at night
BY JOHN H. RICHARD SON
PG. 82 / ESQUIRE / AUGUST 2015

HE INCIDENT WAS SMALL, BUT JASON BOX

doesn’t want to talk about it. He’s been skittish
about the media since it happened. This was
last summer, as he was reading the cheery blog
posts transmitted by the chief scientist on the
Swedish icebreaker Oden, which was exploring the Arctic for an
international expedition led by Stockholm University. “Our first
observations of elevated methane levels, about ten times higher than in background seawater, were documented . . . we discovered over 100 new methane seep sites. . . . The weather Gods are
still on our side as we steam through a now ice-free Laptev Sea. . . .”
As a leading climatologist who spent many years studying the Arctic at the Byrd Polar and Climate Research Center at Ohio State, Box
knew that this breezy scientific detachment described one of the

nightmare long-shot climate scenarios: a feedback loop where warming seas release methane that causes warming that releases more
methane that causes more warming, on and on until the planet is incompatible with human life. And he knew there were similar methane releases occurring in the area. On impulse, he sent out a tweet.
“If even a small fraction of Arctic sea floor carbon is released to
the atmosphere, we’re f’d.”
The tweet immediately went viral, inspiring a series of headlines:
c l i m a t o l o g i s t s ay s a r c t i c c a r b o n r e l e a s e c o u l d
mean

“we’re

fucked.”

climate scientist drops the f-bomb after startling
a rc t i c d i s c ov e ry .
climatologist: methane plumes from the arctic
mean we’re screwed.

Box has been outspoken for years. He’s done science projects with
But gloom is the one subject he doesn’t want to discuss. “Crawling
Greenpeace, and he participated in the 2011 mass protest at the White under a rock isn’t an option,” he responds, “so becoming overcome
House organized by 350.org. In 2013, he made headlines when a mag- with PTSD-like symptoms is useless.” He quotes a Norse proverb:
azine reported his conclusion that a seventy-foot rise in sea levels
“The unwise man is awake all night, worries over and again.
over the next few centuries was probably already “baked into the When morning rises he is restless still.”
system.” Now, with one word, Box had ventured into two particuMost people don’t have a proverb like that readily at hand. So,
larly dangerous areas. First, the dirty secret of climate science and a final try: “I do think I should come to see you, meet your family,
government climate policies is that they’re all based on probabili- and make this story personal and vivid.”
ties, which means that the effects of standard CO2 targets like an 80
I wanted to meet Box to find out how this outspoken American is
percent reduction by 2050 are based on the middle of the probabil- holding up. He has left his country and moved his family to witness
ity curve. Box had ventured to the darker possibilities on the curve’s and study the melting of Greenland up close. How does being the
tail, where few scientists and zero politicians are willing to go.
one to look at the grim facts of climate change most intimately, day in
Worse, he showed emotion, a subject ringed with taboos in all and day out, affect a person? Is Box representative of all of the scienscience but especially in climate science. As a recent study from the tists most directly involved in this defining issue of the new century?
University of Bristol documented, climate scientists have been so How are they being affected by the burden of their chosen work in
distracted and intimidated by the relentless campaign against them the face of changes to the earth that could render it a different planet?
that they tend to avoid any statements that might get them labeled
Finally, Box gives in. Come to Copenhagen, he says. And he even
“alarmists,” retreating into a world of charts and data. But Box had promises a family dinner.
been able to resist all that. He even chased the media splash in interOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS, CLIMATE
views with the Danish press, where they translated “we’re fucked”
into its more decorous Danish equivalent, “on our ass,” plastering
scientists have been living a surreal existence. A
those dispiriting words in large-type headlines all across the country.
vast and ever-growing body of research shows
The problem was that Box was now working for the Danish govthat warming is tracking the rise of greenhouse
ernment, and even though Denmark may be the most progressive
gases exactly as their models predicted. The
nation in the world on climate issues, its leaders still did not take physical evidence becomes more dramatic every year: forests rekindly to one of its scientists distressing the populace with visions treating, animals moving north, glaciers melting, wildfire seasons
of global destruction. Convinced his job was in jeopardy only a year getting longer, higher rates of droughts, floods, and storms—five
after he uprooted his young family and moved to a distant country, times as many in the 2000s as in the 1970s. In the blunt words of
Box was summoned before the entire board of directors at his re- the 2014 National Climate Assessment, conducted by three hunsearch institute. So now, when he gets an e-mail asking for a phone dred of America’s most distinguished experts at the request of the
call to discuss his “recent gloomy statements,” he doesn’t answer it. U. S. government, human-induced climate change is real—U. S.
Five days later: “Dr. Box—trying you again in case the message be- temperatures have gone up between 1.3 and 1.9 degrees, mostly since 1970—and the change is already affecting “agriculture,
low went into your junk file. Please get in touch.”
This time he responds briefly. “I think most scientists must be water, human health, energy, transportation, forests, and ecosysburying overt recognition of the awful truths of climate change in tems.” But that’s not the worst of it. Arctic air temperatures are increasing at twice the rate of the rest of the world—a
a protective layer of denial (not the same kind of destudy by the U. S. Navy says that the Arctic could lose
nial coming from conservatives, of course). I’m still
Box takes temperaits summer sea ice by next year, eighty-four years
amazed how few climatologists have taken an advocature and conductivity
ahead of the models—and evidence little more than
cy message to the streets, demonstrating for some polreadings at Kane
a year old suggests the West Antarctic Ice Sheet is
icy action.” But he ignores the request for a phone call.
Basin, near the
Humboldt Glacier,
doomed, which will add between twenty and twenA week later, another try: “Dr. Box—I watched
Greenland. The custy-five feet to ocean levels. The one hundred milyour speech at The Economist’s Arctic Summit. Wow.
tomary scienti�ic
role is to deal
lion people in Bangladesh will need another place
I would like to come see you.”
dispassionately with
to live and coastal cities globally will be forced to
data, but Box says
that “the shit that’s
relocate, a task complicated by economic crisis and
going down is
famine—with continental interiors drying out, the
testing my ability
to block it.”
chief scientist at the U. S. State Department in 2009
predicted a billion people will suffer famine within twenty or thirty years. And yet, despite some encouraging developments in renewable energy and some
breakthroughs in international leadership, carbon emissions continue to rise at a steady rate, and for their pains
the scientists themselves—the cruelest blow of all—have
been the targets of an unrelenting and well-organized attack that includes death threats, summonses from a hostile Congress, attempts to get them fired, legal harassment, and intrusive discovery demands so severe they
had to start their own legal-defense fund, all amplified
by a relentless propaganda campaign nakedly financed
by the fossil-fuel companies. Shortly before a pivotal climate summit in Copenhagen in 2009, thousands of their
e-mail streams were hacked in a sophisticated espionage
operation that has never been solved—although the offi-
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cial police investigation revealed nothing, an analysis by forensics experts traced its path through
servers in Turkey and two of the world’s largest
oil producers, Saudi Arabia and Russia.
Among climate activists, gloom is building.
Jim Driscoll of the National Institute for Peer
Support just finished a study of a group of longtime activists whose most frequently reported
feeling was sadness, followed by fear and anger. Dr. Lise Van Susteren, a practicing psychiatrist and graduate of Al Gore’s Inconvenient
Truth slide-show training, calls this “pretraumatic” stress. “So many of us are exhibiting all
the signs and symptoms of posttraumatic disorder—the anger, the panic, the obsessive intrusive
thoughts.” Leading activist Gillian Caldwell went
public with her “climate trauma,” as she called it,
quitting the group she helped build and posting
an article called “16 Tips for Avoiding Climate
Burnout,” in which she suggests compartmentalization: “Reinforce boundaries between professional work and personal life. It is very hard
to switch from the riveting force of apocalyptic
predictions at work to home, where the problems are petty by comparison.”
Most of the dozens of scientists and activists
I spoke to date the rise of the melancholy mood
to the failure of the 2009 climate conference and
the gradual shift from hope of prevention to plans
for adaptation: Bill McKibben’s book Eaarth is
a manual for survival on an earth so different he
doesn’t think we should even spell it the same, and
James Lovelock delivers the same message in A
Rough Ride to the Future. In Australia, Clive Hamilton writes articles and books with titles like Requiem for a Species. In a recent issue of The New Yorker, the melancholy Jonathan Franzen argued
that, since earth now “resembles a patient whose terminal cancer
we can choose to treat either with disfiguring aggression or with
palliation and sympathy,” we should stop trying to avoid the inevitable and spend our money on new nature preserves, where birds
can go extinct a little more slowly.
At the darkest end of the spectrum are groups like Deep Green
Resistance, which openly advocates sabotage to “industrial infrastructure,” and the thousands who visit the Web site and attend the
speeches of Guy McPherson, a biology professor at the University
of Arizona who concluded that renewables would do no good, left
his job, and moved to an off-grid homestead to prepare for abrupt
climate change. “Civilization is a heat engine,” he says. “There’s
no escaping the trap we’ve landed ourselves into.”
The most influential is Paul Kingsnorth, a longtime climate activist and novelist who abandoned hope for political change in 2009.
Retreating to the woods of western Ireland, he helped launch a
group called Dark Mountain with a stirring, gloomy manifesto calling for “a network of writers, artists, and thinkers who have stopped
believing the stories our civilization tells itself.” Among those stories: progress, growth, and the superiority of man. The idea quickly spread, and there are now fifty Dark Mountain chapters around
the world. Fans have written plays and songs and a Ph.D. thesis
about them. On the phone from Ireland, he explains the appeal.
“You have to be careful about hope. If that hope is based on an
unrealistic foundation, it just crumbles and then you end up with
people who are despairing. I saw that in Copenhagen—there was
a lot of despair and giving up after that.”
Watch, listen, share, and more—scan any page with the free Esquire2 app.

Personally, though he considers them feeble gestures, he’s planting a lot of trees, growing his own vegetables, avoiding plastic. He
stopped flying. “It seems like an ethical obligation. All you can do is
what you think is right.” The odd thing is that he’s much more forgiving than activists still in the struggle, even with oil-purchased
politicians. “We all love the fruits of what we’re given—the cars and
computers and iPhones. What politician is going to try to sell people a future where they can’t update their iPhones ever?”
He laughs.
Does he think it would be wrong to take a transatlantic airplane
trip to interview a climate scientist?
He laughs again. “You have to answer that yourself.”
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in an awkward position. At NASA’s Goddard
Institute for Space Studies, which early in the
year was threatened with 30 percent budget
cuts by Republicans who resent its reports on
climate change, Gavin Schmidt occupies the seventh-floor corner
office once occupied by the legendary James Hansen, the scientist
who first laid out the facts for Congress in 1988 and grew so impassioned he got himself arrested protesting coal mines. Although
Schmidt was one of the victims of the 2009 computer hacks, which
he admits tipped him into an episode of serious depression, he now
focuses relentlessly on the bright side. “It’s not that nothing has
been done. There’s a lot of things. In terms of per capita emissions,
most of the developed world is stable. So we are doing something.”
Box’s tweet sets his teeth on edge. “I don’t agree. I don’t think
we’re fucked. There is time to build sustainable solutions to a lot
of these things. You don’t have to close down all the coal-powered
85

stations tomorrow. You can transition. It sounds cute to say, ‘Oh,
we’re fucked and there’s nothing we can do,’ but it’s a bit of a nihilistic attitude. We always have the choice. We can continue to make
worse decisions, or we can try to make ever better decisions. ‘Oh,
we’re fucked! Just give up now, just kill me now,’ that’s just stupid.”
Schmidt, who is expecting his first child and tries to live a low-carbon existence, insists that the hacks and investigations and budget
threats have not intimidated him. He also shrugs off the abrupt-climate-change scenarios. “The methane thing is actually something
I work on a lot, and most of the headlines are crap. There’s no actual
evidence that anything dramatically different is going on in the Arctic, other than the fact that it’s melting pretty much everywhere.”
But climate change happens gradually and we’ve already gone up
almost 1 degree centigrade and seen eight inches of ocean rise. Barring unthinkably radical change, we’ll hit 2 degrees in thirty or forty
years and that’s been described as a catastrophe—melting ice, rising
waters, drought, famine, and massive economic turmoil. And many
scientists now think we’re on track to 4 or 5 degrees—even Shell oil
said that it anticipates a world 4 degrees hotter because it doesn’t
see “governments taking the steps now that are consistent with the
2 degrees C scenario.” That would mean a world racked by economic and social and environmental collapse.
“Oh yeah,” Schmidt says, almost casually. “The business-as-usual world that we project is really a totally different planet. There’s
going to be huge dislocations if that comes about.”
But things can change much quicker than people think, he says.
Look at attitudes on gay marriage.
And the glaciers?
“The glaciers are going to melt, they’re all going to melt,” he says.
“But my reaction to Jason Box’s comments is—what is the point of
saying that? It doesn’t help anybody.”
As it happens, Schmidt was the first winner of the Climate Communication Prize from the American Geophysical Union, and various
recent studies in the growing field of climate communications find
that frank talk about the grim realities turns people off—it’s simply too

much to take in. But strategy is one thing and truth is another. Aren’t
those glaciers water sources for hundreds of millions of people?
“Particularly in the Indian subcontinent, that’s a real issue,” he
says. “There’s going to be dislocation there, no question.”
And the rising oceans? Bangladesh is almost underwater now.
Do a hundred million people have to move?
“Well, yeah. Under business as usual. But I don’t think we’re
fucked.”
Resource wars, starvation, mass migrations . . .
“Bad things are going to happen. What can you do as a person?
You write stories. I do science. You don’t run around saying, ‘We’re
fucked! We’re fucked! We’re fucked!’ It doesn’t—it doesn’t incentivize anybody to do anything.”
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nature, trained to cherish detachment as a moral ideal. Jeffrey Kiehl was a senior scientist with
the National Center for Atmospheric Research
when he became so concerned about the way the
brain resists climate science, he took a break and got a psychology
degree. Ten years of research later, he’s concluded that consumption
and growth have become so central to our sense of personal identity and the fear of economic loss creates such numbing anxiety, we
literally cannot imagine making the necessary changes. Worse, accepting the facts threatens us with a loss of faith in the fundamental order of the universe. Climate scientists are different only because they have a professional excuse for detachment, and usually
it’s not until they get older that they admit how much it’s affecting
them—which is also when they tend to get more outspoken, Kiehl
says. “You reach a point where you feel—and that’s the word, not
think, feel—‘I have to do something.’ ”
This accounts for the startled reaction when Camille Parmesan of the University of Texas—who was a member of the group
that shared a Nobel prize with Al Gore for their climate work—announced that she’d become “professionally depressed” and was

Gavin Schmidt
in his o�ice at
NASA’s Goddard
Institute for Space
Studies. Box’s dire
forecast annoyed
him. “You don’t
run around saying, ‘We’re fucked!
We’re fucked!
We’re fucked!’ It
doesn’t incentivize anybody to do
anything.”

leaving the United States for England.
A plainspoken Texan who grew up
in Houston as the daughter of an oil
geologist, Parmesan now says it was
more about the politics than the science. “To be honest, I panicked fifteen years ago—that was when the
first studies came out showing that
Arctic tundras were shifting from beKayaking the melting a net sink to being a net source of
water, Petermann
CO2. That along with the fact this butGlacier.
terfly I was studying shifted its entire
range across half a continent—I said
this is big, this is big. Everything since then has just confirmed it.”
But she’s not optimistic. “Do I think it likely that the nations of
the world will take sufficient action to stabilize climate in the next
fifty years? No, I don’t think it likely.”
She was living in Texas after the climate summit failed in 2009,
when media coverage of climate issues plunged by two thirds—the
subject wasn’t mentioned once in the 2012 presidential debates—
and Governor Rick Perry cut the sections relating to sea-level rise
in a report on Galveston Bay, kicking off a trend of state officials
who ban all use of the term “climate change.” “There are excellent
climate scientists in Texas,” Parmesan says firmly. “Every university in the state has people working on impacts. To have the governor’s office ignore it is just very upsetting.”
The politics took its toll. Her butterfly study got her a spot on
the UN climate panel, where she got “a quick and hard lesson on
the politics” when policy makers killed the words “high confidence” in the crucial passage that said scientists had high confidence species were responding to climate change. Then the personal attacks started on right-wing Web sites and blogs. “They just
flat-out lie. It’s one reason I live in the UK now. It’s not just been
climate change, there’s a growing, ever-stronger antiscience sentiment in the U. S. A. People get really angry and really nasty. It was a
huge relief simply not to have to deal with it.” She now advises her
graduate students to look for jobs outside the U. S.
No one has experienced that hostility more vividly than Michael
Mann, who was a young Ph.D. researcher when he helped come up
with the historical data that came to be known as the hockey stick—
the most incendiary display graph in human history, with its temperature and emissions lines going straight up at the end like the blade
of a hockey stick. He was investigated, was denounced in Congress,
got death threats, was accused of fraud, received white powder in the
mail, and got thousands of e-mails with suggestions like, You should
be “shot, quartered, and fed to the pigs along with your whole damn
families.” Conservative legal foundations pressured his university, a
British journalist suggested the electric chair. In 2003, Senator James
Inhofe’s committee called him to testify, flanking him with two professional climate-change deniers, and in 2011 the committee threat-

ened him with federal prosecution, along with sixteen other scientists.
Now, sitting behind his desk in his office at Penn State, he goes back
to his swirl of emotions. “You find yourself in the center of this political theater, in this chess match that’s being played out by very powerful figures—you feel anger, befuddlement, disillusionment, disgust.”
The intimidating effect is undeniable, he says. Some of his colleagues were so demoralized by the accusations and investigations that they withdrew from public life. One came close to suicide. Mann decided to fight back, devoting more of his time to press
interviews and public speaking, and discovered that contact with
other concerned people always cheered him up. But the sense of
potential danger never leaves. “You’re careful with what you say
and do because you know that there’s the equivalent of somebody
with a movie camera following you around,” he says.
Meanwhile, his sense of personal alarm has only grown. “I know
you’ve spoken with Jason Box—a number of us have had these experiences where it’s become clear to us that in many respects, climate change is unfolding faster than we expected it to. Maybe it is
true what the ice-sheet modelers have been telling us, that it will
take a thousand years or more to melt the Greenland Ice Sheet. But
maybe they’re wrong; maybe it could play out in a century or two.
And then it’s a whole different ballgame—it’s the difference between
human civilization and living things being able to adapt and not being able to adapt.”
As Mann sees it, scientists like Schmidt who choose to focus on
the middle of the curve aren’t really being scientific. Worse are
pseudo-sympathizers like Bjorn Lomborg who always focus on
the gentlest possibilities. Because we’re supposed to hope for the
best and prepare for the worst, and a real scientific response would
also give serious weight to the dark side of the curve.
And yet, like Schmidt, Mann tries very hard to look on the bright
side. We can solve this problem in a way that doesn’t disrupt our
lifestyle, he says. Public awareness seems to be increasing, and there
are a lot of good things happening at the executive level: tighter fuelefficiency standards, the carbon-pricing initiatives by the New England and West Coast states, the recent agreement between the U. S.
and China on emissions. Last year we saw global economic growth
without an increase in carbon emissions, which suggests it’s possible to “decouple” oil and economic growth. And social change
can happen very fast—look at gay marriage.
But he knows that gay marriage had no huge economic downside, and the most powerful companies in the world are fighting
to stop any change in the fossil-fuel economy. So yes, he struggles
with doubt. And he admits that some of his colleagues are very depressed, convinced there’s no way the international community
will rise to the challenge. He gets into that conversation in bars after climate conferences, always pushing the side of hope.
Dealing with all of this has been a long emotional journey. As a young
scientist, Mann was very traditional: “I felt that scientists should take
an entirely dispassionate view when discussing matters of science,”
he wrote in a book called The Hockey Stick and the Climate Wars. “We
should do our best to divorce ourselves from all of our typically human inclinations—emotion, empathy, concern.” But even when he
decided that detachment was a mistake in this case and began becoming publicly active, he was usually able to put the implication of
all the hockey-stick trend lines out of his mind. “Part of being a scientist is you don’t want to believe there is a problem you can’t solve.”
Might that be just another form of denial?
The question seems to affect him. He takes a deep breath and answers in the carefully measured words of a scientist. “It’s hard to
say,” he says. “It’s a denial of futility if there is futility. But I don’t
know that there is futility, so it would only be denial per se if there
were unassailable evidence.”
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There are moments, he admits, flashes that come and go as fast
as a blinking light, when he sees news reports about some new development in the field and it hits him—Wait a second, they’re saying
that we’ve melted a lot. Then he does a peculiar thing: He disassociates a little bit and asks himself, How would I feel about that headline if I were a member of the public? I’d be scared out of my mind.
Right after Hurricane Sandy, he was in the classroom showing The
Day After Tomorrow with the plan of critiquing its ridiculous story
about the Atlantic conveyor belt slowing down so fast that it freezes
England—except a recent study he worked on shows that the Atlantic conveyor belt actually is slowing down, another thing that’s
happening decades ahead of schedule. “And some of the scenes in
the wake of Hurricane Sandy—the flooding
of the New York City subway system, cars
No scientist has come
submerged—they really didn’t look that difin for more threats
ferent. The cartoon suddenly looked less
and abuse than
Michael
Mann, whose
like a cartoon. And it’s like, Now why is it
“hockey stick” graph
that we can completely dismiss this movie?”
(so named because
the temperature and
He was talking to students, so it got to
emissions lines for
him. They’re young, it’s their future more
recent decades curve
than his. He choked up and had to struggle
straight up) has
become the target
to get ahold of himself. “You don’t want to
of the most powerful
choke up in front of your class,” he says.
deniers in the world.
About once a year, he says, he has nightmares of earth becoming a very alien planet.
The worst time was when he was reading his daughter Dr. Seuss’s The Lorax, the story of a society destroyed by greed. He saw it
as an optimistic story because it ends with the challenge of building a new society, but she burst into tears and refused to read the destroyed by flooding within thirty-five years.)
book again. “It was almost traumatic for her.”
Box is only forty-two, but his pointed Danish beard makes him
His voice cracks. “I’m having one of those moments now.”
look like a count in an old novel, someone who’d wear a frock coat
Why?
and say something droll about the woman question. He seems de“I don’t want her to have to be sad,” he says. “And I almost have to tached from the sunny day, like a tourist trying to relax in a strange
believe we’re not yet there, where we are resigned to this future.” city. He also seems oddly detached from the things he’s saying, laying out one horrible prediction after another without emotion, as if
HE SPRING DAY IS GLORIOUS, SUNNY AND
he were an anthropologist regarding the life cycle of a distant civcool, and the avenues of Copenhagen are alive ilization. But he can’t keep his anger in check for long and keeps
with tourists. Trying to make the best of things, obsessively returning to two topics:
Jason Box says we should blow off the getting“We need the deniers to get out of the way. They are risking evto-know-you lunch and go for a bike ride. Thirty eryone’s future. . . . The Koch Brothers are criminals. . . . They should
minutes later he locks up the bikes at the entrance to Freetown, a lo- be charged with criminal activity because they’re putting the profcal anarchist community that has improbably become one of Copen- its of their business ahead of the livelihoods of millions of people,
hagen’s most popular tourist destinations. Grabbing a couple beers and even life on earth.”
at a restaurant, he leads the way to a winding lake and a small dock.
Like Parmesan, Box was hugely relieved to be out of the toxic atThe wind is blowing, swans flap their wings just off the beach, and mosphere of the U. S. “I remember thinking, What a relief, I don’t
Box sits with the sun on his face and his feet dangling over the sand. have to bother with this bullshit anymore.” In Denmark, his re“There’s a lot that’s scary,” he says, running down the list—the search is supported through the efforts of conservative politicians.
melting sea ice, the slowing of the conveyor belt. Only in the last “But Danish conservatives are not climate-change deniers,” he says.
few years were they able to conclude that Greenland is warmer
The other topic he is obsessed with is the human suffering to come.
than it was in the twenties, and the unpublished data looks very Long before the rising waters from Greenland’s glaciers displace the
hockey-stick-ish. He figures there’s a 50 percent chance we’re al- desperate millions, he says more than once, we will face droughtready committed to going beyond 2 degrees centigrade and agrees triggered agricultural failures and water-security issues—in fact, it’s
with the growing consensus that the business-as-usual trajectory already happening. Think back to the 2010 Russian heat wave. Mosis 4 or 5 degrees. “It’s, um . . . bad. Really nasty.”
cow halted grain exports. At the peak of the Australian drought, food
The big question is, What amount of warming puts Green- prices spiked. The Arab Spring started with food protests, the selfland into irreversible loss? That’s what will destroy all the coast- immolation of the vegetable vendor in Tunisia. The Syrian conflict
al cities on earth. The answer is between 2 and 3 degrees. “Then it was preceded by four years of drought. Same with Darfur. The mijust thins and thins enough and you can’t regrow it without an ice grants are already starting to stream north across the sea—just yesage. And a small fraction of that is already a huge problem—Flor- terday, eight hundred of them died when their boat capsized—and
ida’s already installing all these expensive pumps.” (According to the Europeans are arguing about what to do with them. “As the Pena recent report by a group spearheaded by Hank Paulson and Rob- tagon says, climate change is a conflict multiplier.”
ert Rubin, secretaries of the Treasury under Bush Jr. and Bill ClinHis home state of Colorado isn’t doing so great, either. “The forton, respectively, $23 billion worth of property in Florida may be ests are dying, and they will not return. The trees won’t return to a
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warming climate. We’re going to see megafires even more, that’ll
be the new one—megafires until those forests are cleared.”
However dispassionately delivered, all of this amounts to a lament,
the scientist’s version of the mothers who stand on hillsides and keen
over the death of their sons. In fact, Box adds, he too is a climate refugee. His daughter is three and a half, and Denmark is a great place
to be in an uncertain world—there’s plenty of water, a high-tech agriculture system, increasing adoption of wind power, and plenty of
geographic distance from the coming upheavals. “Especially when
you consider the beginning of the flood of desperate people from conflict and drought,” he says, returning to his obsession with how profoundly changed our civilization will be.
Despite all this, he insists that he approaches climate mostly as an
intellectual problem. For the first decade of his career, even though
he’s part of the generation of climate scientists who went to college
after Al Gore’s Earth in the Balance, he stuck to teaching and research.
He only began taking professional risks by working with Greenpeace
and by joining the protest against Keystone when he came to the intellectual conclusion that climate change is a moral issue. “It’s unethical to bankrupt the environment of this planet,” he says. “That’s
a tragedy, right?” Even now, he insists, the horror of what is happening rarely touches him on an emotional level . . . although it has been
hitting him more often recently. “But I—I—I’m not letting it get to
me. If I spend my energy on despair, I won’t be thinking about opportunities to minimize the problem.”
His insistence on this point is very unconvincing, especially given the solemnity that shrouds him like a dark coat. But the most
interesting part is the insistence itself—the desperate need not to
be disturbed by something so disturbing. Suddenly, a welcome distraction. A man appears on the beach in nothing but jockey shorts,
his skin bluish. He says he’s Greek and he’s been sleeping on this
beach for seven months and will swim across the lake for a small
tip. A passing tourist asks if he can swim all the way.
“Of course.”
“Let me see.”
“How much money?”
“I give you when you get back.”
“Give me one hundred.”
“Yeah, yeah. When you get back.”
The Greek man splashes into the water and Box seems amused,
laughing for the first time. It’s the relief of normal goofy human
life, so distant from the dark themes that make up his life’s work.
Usually it’s a scientific development that smacks him, he says. The
first was in 2002, when they discovered that meltwater was getting
into the bed of the Greenland Ice Sheet and lubricating its flow. Oh,
you say, it can be a wet bed, and then the implications sunk in: The
whole damn thing is destabilizing. Then in 2006, all of the glaciers in
the southern half of Greenland began to retreat at two and three times
their previous speed. Good Lord, it’s happening so fast. Two years later, they realized the retreat was fueled by warm water eroding the
marine base ice—which is also what’s happening to the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Just thinking about it makes him gloomy. “That’s
unstoppable,” he says. “Abrupt sea-level rise is upon us.”
The Greek man returns with surprising speed, emerging from
the sea like a god in a myth, laughing and boasting. The Greeks are
masters of the waters! Pay me!
“I’m gonna give this guy a hundred kroner,” Box says.
He makes sure the tourists pay, too, and comes back smiling. He
knows a Greek guy who’s just like that, he says, very proud and jolly. He envies him sometimes.
He leads the way to a quieter spot on the lakeside, passing through
little hippie villages woven together by narrow dirt lanes—by consensus vote, there are no cars in Freetown, which makes it feel pleasantly
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medieval, intimate, and human-scaled. He lifts a beer to his lips and
gazes over the lake and the happy people lazing in the afternoon sun.
“The question of despair is not very nice to think about,” he says. “I’ve
just disengaged that to a large degree. It’s kind of like a half-denial.”
He mentions the Norse proverb again, but a bulwark against
despair so often cited becomes its own form of despair. You don’t
dredge up proverbs like that unless you’re staying awake at night.
He nods, sighing. This work often disturbs his sleep, driving him
from his bed to do something, anything. “Yeah, the shit that’s going
down has been testing my ability to block it.”
He goes quiet for a moment. “It certainly does creep in, as a parent,” he says quietly, his eyes to the ground.
But let’s get real, he says, fossil fuels are the dominant industry
on earth, and you can’t expect meaningful political change with
them in control. “There’s a growing consensus that there must be
a shock to the system.”
So the darker hopes arise—maybe a particularly furious El Niño or
a “carbon bubble” where the financial markets realize that renewables have become more scalable and economical, leading to a run
on fossil-fuel assets and a “generational crash” of the global economy
that, through great suffering, buys us more time and forces change.
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happen after all, he says. When it comes to climate change at the very late date of 2015, there
are just too many uncomfortable things to say,
and his wife, Klara, resents any notion that she
is a “climate migrant.”
This is the first hint that his brashness has caused tension at home.
“Well, she . . .” He takes a moment, considering. “I’ll say something like, ‘Man, the next twenty years are going to be a hell of a
ride,’ or ‘These poor North African refugees flooding to Europe,’
and how I anticipate that flux of people to double and triple, and
will the open borders of Europe change? And she’ll acknowledge
it . . . but she’s not bringing it up like I am.”
Later, she sends a note responding to a few questions. She didn’t
want to compare herself to the truly desperate refugees who are
drowning, she says, and the move to Denmark really was for the quality of life. “Lastly, the most difficult question to answer is about Jason’s
mental health. I’d say climate change, and more broadly the whole host
of environmental and social problems the world faces, does affect his
psyche. He feels deeply about these issues, but he is a scientist and a
very pragmatic, goal-oriented person. His style is not to lie awake at
night worrying about them but to get up in the morning (or the middle of the night) and do something about it. I love the guy for it :)”
So even when you are driven to your desk in the middle of the night,
quoting Norse proverbs, when you are among the most informed and
most concerned, the ordinary tender mercies of the home conspire in
our denial. We pour our energy into doing our jobs the best we can,
avoid unpleasant topics, keep up a brave face, make compromises
with even the best societies, and little by little the compartmentalization we need to survive the day adds one more bit of distance between the comfortable now and the horrors ahead. So Box turns out
to be a representative figure after all. It’s not enough to understand
the changes that are coming. We have to find a way to live with them.
“In Denmark,” Box says, “we have the resilience, so I’m not that worried about my daughter’s livelihood going forward. But that doesn’t
stop me from strategizing about how to safeguard her future—I’ve
been looking at property in Greenland. As a possible bug-out scenario.”
Turns out a person can’t own land in Greenland, just a house
on top of land. It’s a nice thought, a comforting thought—no matter what happens, the house will be there, safely hidden at the top
of the world. ≥
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